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QUESTION 1

Which two configurations can you use to include access groups into your Product rule? (Choose Two) 

A. Associate the access groups with a ruleset included in the application. 

B. Export the access groups using the Access Manager. 

C. Add the access groups to the application definition. 

D. Add the access group to the Product record in the Individual instances to include section. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

Place the steps in the order in which a service processes a request. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 3

A view has a part number field that requires the first two characters are letters, and the last four are digits (for example,
AB1234). 

How do you ensure that the correct pattern is entered when the user exits the field? 

A. Configure a validate rule on the flow action to validate the field with boolean logic. 

B. Configure an edit validate rule and call it from a validate rule in the relevant flow action. 

C. Configure an edit validate rule and reference it from the property rule for the field. 

D. Configure a validate rule to use input-qualified validation configuration. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Teams X and Y work on different enhancements in the same ruleset. The release date for each enhancement is
uncertain. 

Which two options, when performed together, allow each team to keep its work separate? (Choose Two) 

A. Create a new ruleset version for one of the teams. 

B. Create a branch ruleset for each team. 

C. Apply privileges to the rules each team configures. 

D. Create access groups for each of the teams. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

As a best practice, in which situation do you use a keyed data page? 

A. A user selects an emoji from a short list that updates often. 

B. A user selects a replacement part from a long list that seldom changes. 

C. A user selects a delivery option from a short list that rarely changes. 

D. A user selects an image from a long list that updates often. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three options do you consider when deciding to use post-processing actions on a flow action? (Choose Three) 
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A. The effect if the flow action is reloaded 

B. The sequence in which the system runs different actions 

C. The timing of the commit for the flow action 

D. The security setting for the flow action 

E. The potential reuse of the flow action 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

While running an application, a user notes that a system exception occurred. Which log do you review to identify the
issue? 

A. Pega 

B. Alert 

C. AlertSecunty 

D. BIX 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement describes the appropriate use of the Purge/Archive wizard to address application performance? 

A. Delete any properties exposed in table columns from the BLOB. 

B. Remove old cases to reduce the size of a database table. 

C. Delete stored SQL procedures that have been updated. 

D. Remove unused rules caches maintained on the system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

In your purchasing application, you use a decision table with vendor discount codes. You want to delegate the decision
table. 

In which ruleset do you save the decision table to allow delegation? 

A. Organization 

B. Integration 
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C. Production 

D. Application 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which action can a Declare OnChange rule perform when a specified property changes? 

A. Suspend the current work object 

B. Execute a data transform 

C. Update an activity 

D. Specify which flow action to run 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A music production company\\'s application contains the following classes: 

A requirement states that users assigned the role "Manager" can edit objects related to any studio work. 

At which position in the class hierarchy do you configure an Access of Role to Object (ARO) record to satisfy this
requirement? 

A. UPlusMusic-Production-Work-Brand-Marketing 

B. UPlusMusic-Production-Work-Studio-Editing 

C. UPlusMusic-Production- Work-Studio-

D. UPlusMusic-Production- Work-

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12
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What are the two most common ways to expose your application to an external system? (Choose Two) 

A. Create a connector linked to a data page. 

B. Leverage the Pega API. 

C. Configure a signed certificate. 

D. Create a web service with the Service wizard. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two configurations are required when adding a Split for Each shape to your case life cycle? (Choose Two) 

A. Enter a rule that stores the audit note that you want to include in the subprocess 

B. Define when the parent process resumes processing 

C. Enter the Page List or Page Group property that is the basis of the split 

D. Enable users to get back to the subprocess after the case moves forward 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 14

Which requirement is a prerequisite for configuring a Pega Web Mashup? 

A. No outstanding Guardrail violations 

B. A web server to test your host page 

C. At least one work queue in your application 

D. At least one Access control policy rule 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the difference between using the Call and Branch methods in an activity step to invoke other activities? 

A. Call provides more robust debugging capability than Branch, while Branch provides better run-time performance. 

B. Branch overrides the security restrictions of the called activity allowing you to easily test code; it will not run in
production. 

C. Branch creates a new thread to allow asynchronous processing, while Call runs in the thread from it was invoked. 
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D. Call returns to the originating activity, while Branch skips the remainder of the originating activity. 

Correct Answer: D 
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